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Abstract
We extend the ”modular localization” principle from free to in-
teracting theories and test its power for the special class of d=1+1
factorizing models.
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1 Introduction
Presently QFT presents itself as being formed of several parts which seem
to drift apart into different directions. On the one hand there is the stan-
dard approach which is centered around renormalized perturbation theory
and the various quantization methods (canonical, functional). Enriched with
geometrical ideas it has led to recent (mainly) mathematical advances via
string theory and the Seiberg-Witten duality structure. On the other hand
there is the more algebra-based low dimensional approach which has led to
the construction of rich families of chiral conformal and integrable QFT. The
latter approach, although being somewhat conservative in its use of physical
principles, has nevertheless led to many startling results concerning e.g. fu-
sion of antiparticles from particles, confined objects and solitons as being two
sides of the same coin, and other extended (and somewhat surprising) man-
ifestations of the principle of ”nuclear democracy”. Thirdly there is a very
small group of theoreticians who find it profitable to continue the structural
investigations of algebraic QFT.
In fact the most interesting message of the low dimensional constructive
bootstrap-formfactor program seems to be that the emphasis on the scat-
tering matrix advocated way back by Heisenberg and later by Chew, Stapp
and others, was well founded. What went wrong in those early attempts
was related to the enforced and artificial separation from local QFT and the
(cyclically recurrent) ideologically motivated working hypothesis of a theory
of everything (in this case: everything minus gravity). The main theme of
this article is the realization that the S-matrix in algebraic QFT acquires a
new hitherto unknown pivotal role in the construction of local nets (whose
generators are local fields). It belongs to the foundation of the local field
theory (in its role as the net invariant which carries local modular informa-
tion) as well as to its roof (in its role as describing scattering observables),
a truly vexing ”bootstrap” situation. The fact that in d=1+1 factorizable
theories Chew’s bootstrap ideas for the S-matrix work without fields (but
with the help of ”fusion” and ”Yang-Baxter”) is not due to the correctness
of the underlying philosophy but rather to undeserved luck: the physical ra-
pidity scattering variable is at the same time the uniformization parameter of
the analytic properties 1. In higher dimensions or without the factorization,
1Even in d=1+1 the situation is very far removed from the desired uniqueness of Chew’s
S-matrix approach.
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Chew’s program would fail without the use of local fields (and it did fail). In
that case an iterative procedure which corrects the S-matrix together with
a locality improvement of states and fields may have a constructive chance,
a situation which could be vaguely reminiscent of the Hartree-Fock iteration
in Schro¨dinger theory..
In this note we propose a new concept [1] of ”modular localization” which,
as will be shown, is capable of reconquering the lost unity of QFT. In partic-
ular, we will learn a new and very interesting lesson from the d=1+1 form-
factor program. Far from being a special ”exotic” construction, remote from
any ”real” QFT, this approach, if analyzed with general and deep concepts
related to the TCP theorem and the S-matrix (interpreted as an invariant of
a local net), reveals a surprising new and powerful nonperturbative construc-
tion principle which, so we hope, may turn out to be the basis of a future
new iterative constructive approach. Locality of observables and localiza-
tion of states (always relative to the vacuum or some other distinguished
reference state) in QFT is a conditio sine qua non for the physical interpre-
tation (without any outside impositions). Global topology as in the so called
”topological field (?) theories” or the vacuum structure assigned to certain
effective potentials which does not result from the local structure of real time
QFT remain part of mathematics.
The fastest way to get a glimpse at the ”modular localization” is to look
at the relation of the Wigner representation theory [2] for positive energy
representations of the Poincare´ group and free fields. Whereas in Wigner’s
theory these irreducible representations in H
(m,s)
Wig are uniquely specified by
their mass and their spin (resp. helicity), this uniqueness is lost if one passes
to free fields in the Fock-space H
(m,s)
F . There are infinitely many free fields in
Fock-space and they constitute the linear part (in creation and annihilation
operators) of a huge local equivalence class of fields, the so called Borchers
class B(m, s) [3][8] Any cyclic (with respect to the vacuum) representative
field from this class generates the same net of local von Neumann algebras
in HF :
O → A(O) (1)
In fact the emerging picture of pointlike fields, that behave similar to co-
ordinates in differential geometry, was the prime motivation for formulating
algebraic QFT in terms of nets of algebras [3]. In our illustrative example[1]
we regained the lost Wigner unicity on the level of nets. For a detailed pre-
sentation of the physical motivations and aims of this algebraic QFT we refer
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to a forthcoming article in Annals of Physics [4].
For the following it is important to understand the direct construction
of this net in terms of the ”modular localization” principle. For that one
uses the operators which Wigner’s theory affiliates with a reference wedge
for which we take the x-t wedge:
Wr : |t| < x (2)
δit ≡ U(Λr(2pit)), j ≡ U(rr)
Here Λr(χ) and rr are the x-t Lorentz-boost and the x-t reflection. The
latter is represented by a antiunitary operator j related (via a pi-rotation
around the x-axis) to the TCP transformation ϑ. For a charged particle this
requires doubling of the Wigner space H
(m,s)
Wig . The reflection commutes with
the L-boost. It has been shown elsewhere [5][1] that the unbounded antilinear
involution:
s = jδ
1
2 (3)
from which j and δ
1
2 can be recovered by polar decomposition, can be used
in order to define a real subspace HR :
HR = {ψ ∈ HWig | sψ = ψ} (4)
The momentum space wave functions in HR are in the domain of δ
1
2 and
hence have analytic properties in the rapidity variable θ associated to the
standard wedge W: pr = (|p| coshθ, |p| sinhθ, p2, p3), |p| = (m2 + p22 + p23)
1
2 .
For selfconjugate particles HR consists of analytic functions in the strip 0 < θ
< pi for which the two boundary values are related by a generalized reality
condition:
D(s)(iσ2) a.c.
χ→ipi
[
D(s)(RW (Λr(χ), pr)
]
ψ(θ + ipi, p2, p3) = ψ(θ, p2, p3)
where ψ is the 2s+1 component Wigner wave function, RW (Λr, p) the Wigner
rotation associated with the boost Λ on which the analytic continuation a.c.
acts, and D(s)(iσ2) the charge conjugation matrix. In the non-selfconjugate
case (particles 6= antiparticles) the reflection j involves a flip in a doubled
Wigner space. HR has a property which is called ”standard” i.e.:
HR ∩ iHR = {0} , HR + iHR dense in HWig (5)
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and j transforms HR into its symplectic complement H
′
R (the symplectic form
is the imaginary part of the scalar product in HWig) which in the case of inte-
ger spin representations (the modifications for halfinteger spin are explained
in [1]) is the same as the geometric opposite wedge space:
H ′R ≡ HR(Wr)′ = HR(W ′r) (6)
W ′r ≡ W oppositer , HR(W ) ∩HR(W ′) = {0}
P-covariance generates fromWr a family of wedgesW = gWr and associated
s(W ), j(W ), δ(W ) and HR(W ) with the net isotony property:
HR(W1) ⊂ HR(W2) W1 ⊂W2 (7)
where the properness of the inclusion is a consequence of the positivity of the
energy (in fact equivalent to it, as it turns out) [5]. Wedge localization in the
Wigner theory (not to be confused with the Newton-Wigner localization) [1]
is the statement that the dense subspace (the precise domain of s) HR+ iHR
describes localization inside the reference wedge. From QFT it is known that
if one applies smeared local fields φ with test functions which are supported
in Wr to the vacuum, one obtains a dense set of W -localized state vectors.
The relation between the field algebras restricted to wedges and the Tomita-
Takesaki modular theory was first observed by Bisognano and Wichmann [6]
and later used by Sewell [7] in order to obtain a structural understanding of
the Hawking-Unruh effect. What is new is that these spaces allow (in the
present case for free systems) for a very neat characterization in terms of
closed real subspaces whose position within the total space contains the full
information about localization regions. Localization inside compact regions
viz. double cones C (which are inaccessible by direct geometric modular
theory) may be defined in terms of (dense if nontrivial) intersections:
HR(C) =
⋂
W⊃C
HR(W ) (8)
As already mentioned, the double cone localization is fulfilled in all positive
energy representations with halfinteger spin, but not in d=3+1 m=0 ”contin-
uous spin” [1] representation and also not in massive d<3+1 representations
with ”anyonic”spin.
The important last step in the construction of a localized net of von
Neumann algebras is the application of the CCR (Weyl) and the CAR functor
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which maps the net of real Hillbert subspaces into the net of algebras [5][1]
HWig → B(HF ) = alg {Weyl(f) | f ∈ S(M4)} (9)
HR(W ) → A(W ) = alg {Weyl(f) | f ∈ D(W )}
Sˇ = J∆
1
2 , J = ej , ∆ = eδ
These operators Sˇ, J and ∆it are the Tomita-Takesaki operators of the T-T
modular theory of the von Neumann algebra A(W ) in ”standard position”.
The inverse hat ∨ on S helps to distinguish the Tomita involution from the
later appearing scattering S-operator, usually referred to as the S-matrix.
For the somewhat subtle point that the obstruction against the equality
of the geometric opposite with the modular opposite localization in the case
of halfinteger spin requires the introduction of a ”Klein twist” and the CAR
functor we refer to the mentioned literature [1].
2 Modular Localization and Interaction
In order to obtain a clue of how to incorporate an intrinsic notion of inter-
actions into this modular localization setting, we remind ourselves that if we
do use pointlike fields, the modular localization for free fields agrees with
what we get by applying the polynomial in the localization region supported
smeared fields. In contrast to the conventional characterization of localiza-
tion in terms of x-space pointlike fields, the modular characterization solely
works in the momentum-(Fock)space of the (incoming) free particles. It at-
tributes a physical significance to the precise position of the Reeh-Schlieder
[3] dense set of localized vectors and the change of this position resulting
from the change of localization region. In order to formulate the modular
localization principle in the case of interactions, one must take note of the
fact that the scattering matrix S of local QFT is the product of the inter-
acting TCP Θ with the free (incoming) TCP Θ0 and (since the rotation by
which the Tomita reflection J differs from Θ is interaction-independent as
all connected Poicare´ transformations are interaction-independent) we have:
S = Θ ·Θ0, S = J · J0 (10)
and as a result we obtain for the Tomita involution:
Sˇ = J∆
1
2 = SJ0∆
1
2 = SSˇ0 (11)
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Again we may use covariance in order to obtain Sˇ(W ) and the localization
domain of Sˇ(W ) as D(Sˇ(W )) = HR(W ) + iHR(W ) i.e. in terms of a net
of closed real subspaces HR(W ) of the incoming Fock space. However now
the construction of an associated von Neumann algebra is not clear since
an ”interacting” functor from subspaces of the Fock space to von Neumann
algebras is not known. We will make some remarks (still short of a solution
of this important problem) in the concluding section and continue here with
some more helpful comments on modular localization of interacting state
vectors.
As in the free case, the modular wedge localization does not use full Ein-
stein causality but only the so-called ”weak locality”, which is just a reformu-
lation of the TCP invariance [8] Weakly local fields form an equivalence class
which is much bigger than the local Borchers class but they are still associ-
ated to the same S-matrix (or rather the same TCP operator). Actually the
S in local quantum physics has two different interpretations: S in its role to
provide modular localization in interacting theories, and S with the standard
scattering interpretation in terms of (nonlocal!) large time limits. There is
no parallel outside local quantum physics to this state of affairs. Whereas
all concepts and properties which have been used hitherto in standard QFT
(perturbation theory, canonical formalism and path integrals) as e.g. time
ordering 2 and interaction picture formalism, are shared by nonrelativistic
theories, modular localization is a new structural element in local quantum
physics 3 and a characteristic property for Einstein causal quantum physics.
The simplest kind of interacting theories are those in which the particle num-
ber is at least asymptotically (”on shell”) conserved i.e.
[
Sˇ,Nin
]
= 0.
In the next section we will briefly review the d=1+1 bootstrap-formfactor
program in a manner which facilitates the later application of modular local-
ization.
2There is a conspicuous absence of the time-ordering operation in the bootstrap con-
struction of factorizable field models. Instead the basic objects are generalized formfactors
i.e. sesquilinear forms on a dense set of state vectors.
3This characteristic modular structure lifts local quantum physics to a new realm by
its own which cannot be obtained by specialization from general quantum theory.
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3 The Bootstrap-Formfactor Program
In this section we will meet a constructive approach for ”integrable” d=1+1
QFT. Our first task is to obtain an intrinsic QFT understanding of inte-
grability in a way which avoids classical notions as e.g. complete sets of
conservation laws etc. For this purpose we note an important d=1+1 pecu-
liarity.. Our generic expectation is that large spatial separation of the center
of wave packet of two particles in the elastic two-particle scattering matrix
leads to the weakening of scattering, or in momentum space:
〈
p
′
1p
′
2 |S| p1p2
〉
=
〈
p
′
1p
′
2|p1p2
〉
+ δ(p1 + p2 − p′1 − p
′
2)T (p1p2p
′
1p
′
2) (12)
where the identity contribution is more singular (has more δ-factors) than
the T-term and therefore the second term drops out in x-space clustering.
This argument fails precisely in d=1+1 and therefore the cluster property
of the S-matrix is not suitable in order to obtain an intrinsic understanding
of interaction. The two-particle S-matrix looses its higher particle threshold
structure, but it remains nontrivial (in distinction to d=3+1). However for
all higher particle scattering processes the behavior for d=1+1 is qualita-
tively the same as in higher dimensions: the decreasing threshold singulari-
ties (which decrease with increasing particle number) are responsible for the
spatial decrease. Therefore any d=1+1 QFT is expected to have a limit-
ing Slim-matrix which is purely elastic and solely determined by the elastic
two-particle S(2)-matrix. The Yang-Baxter relation results as a consistency
relation for the elastic 3→3 particle S(3)lim-matrix. If this limiting S-matrix
would again correspond to a localizable QFT, we would have a new class di-
vision of QFT, this time based on a long distance limit (which in some sense
is opposite to the scale invariant short distance limit). It is this (long dis-
tance) class property 4 which makes these factorizing models so fascinating,
as much as the fascination of chiral conformal QFT results from their role
of representing short distance universality classes. In d=3+1 Slim = 1 and
therefore the limiting theory is expected to maintain the same superselection
rules but in the ”interaction freeest” possible way (literally free theories as
we will argue later on). Hence in d=1+1 we are invited to speculate on the
4Although I know of no article in which this has been spelled out, its pervasive presence
behind the scene is is recognizable in some publications.
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validity of the following commutative diagram:
F րց
Fld
↓
Fsd
(13)
Here ld(sd) labels the long (short) distance limits. There are also arguments
[9] that with the help of a perturbative idea one may ascend from Fsd to
Fld. It is however presenly not clear how one can use the known properties of
the ld theories (i.e. integrable models) in order to formulate a constructive
program for the nonintegrable members of the ld equivalence class. We hope
that our modular localization principle (which is not restricted to factorizable
models) may turn out to be helpful for this purpose.
The constructive approach based on the bootstrap idea proceeds in two
steps. One first classifies unitary, crossing symmetric solutions of the Yang-
Baxter equations which fulfill certain minimal (or maximal, depending on
the viewpoint) requirements. Afterwards we use these factorizing S-matrices
together with the Watson equations (a notion from scattering theory relat-
ing formfactors with the S-matrix) and analytic properties for formfactors in
order to compute the latter. One obtains the complete set of multi-particle
matrix elements of ”would be” local fields, i.e. one constructs the fields
as sesquilinear forms. It is characteristic of this method that one does not
use the ”axiomatic” properties of the beginning of this section but rather
less rigorously known momentum-space analytic properties which, although
certainly related to causality and spectral properties, are more part of the
LSZ+dispersion theoretic folklore than of rigorous QFT. As long as one
demonstrates at the end that the so obtained fields fulfill local commuta-
tivity this is a legitimate procedure. It leaves open the question whether
there exists a more direct conceptual link between the S-matrix and the lo-
cal fields or rather the field independent local nets. That this is indeed the
case will be shown after the presentation of the formfactor program.
3.1 Properties of Factorizing S-Matrices
Consider first the analytic structure of an elastic S-matrix for a scalar neutral
particle. In terms of the rapidity variable θ:
|p1,p2〉out = S |p1, p2〉in = Sel(p1, p2) |p1, p2〉in (14)
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Sel(p1, p2) = : S(θ), pi = m(coshθi, sinhθi), θ := |θ1 − θ2|(15)
in 〈p′1, p′2 |S| p1, p2〉in = S(θ)in 〈p′1, p′2 | p1, p2〉in
Usually the elastic S-matrix is written in terms of the invariant energy s =
(p1+p2)
2 = 2m2(1+coshθ) and the momentum transfer (not independent in
d=1+1) t = (p1 − p2)2 =.2m2(1− coshθ). As a result of undeserved fortune,
the rapidity θ turns out to be a uniformization variable for the real analytic
S i.e. the complex s-plane with the elastic cut in s ≥ 4m2 is dumped into the
strip 0 ≤ Imθ ≤ pi and the S-matrix becomes a meromorphic function S(θ)
with S(−θ) = S∗(θ) = S−1(θ). (unitarity). Hence the strip −pi ≤ θ ≤ pi is
the physical strip for S(θ). Crossing symmetry in our special (neutral) case
means a symmetry on the boundary of the strip: θ → ipi − θ. Note that the
presence of inelastic thresholds would destroy the uniformization.
The factorization implies the operator relation:
S12(p1, p2)S13(p1, p3)S23(p2, p3) (16)
= S23(p2, p3)S13(p1, p3)S12(p1, p2)
According to Liouville’s theorem, the only minimal solution (minimal number
of poles,smallest increase at∞) for this scalar diagonal case is S = ±1. More
general solutions are obtained by placing bound-state poles into the minimal
solution. In order to maintain unitarity, the pole factor must be of the form:
P (θ) =
sinhθ + isinλ
sinhθ − isinλ (17)
Transforming back this pole at θ = iλ into the original individual particle
variables, we obtain the following parametrization in terms of a center of
mass and relative rapidity:
p1 = m
(
cosh(χ+
iλ
2
), sinh(χ +
iλ
2
)
)
(18)
p2 = m
(
cosh(χ− iλ
2
), sinh(χ− iλ
2
)
)
Clearly the two-particle bound state has the momentum:
p1,2 = (p1 + p2)at bd.state = 2mcos
λ
2
(coshχ, sinhχ) (19)
p21,2 = m
2
2, m2 =
m
2sinλ
2
sinλ
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The ”fusion” of particles may be extended. For a 3-particle bound state we
would look at the 3-particle S-matrix which, as a result of factorization has
the form:
S(3)(p1, p2, p3) = S(θ12)S(θ13)S(θ23) (20)
We first fuse 1with 2 and simultaneously 2 with 3 as before. The center of
mass + relative rapidity parametrization yields:
p1 = m (cosh(χ+ iλ), sinh(χ + iλ)) (21)
p2 = m (coshχ, sinhχ)
p3 = m (cosh(χ− iλ), sinh(χ− iλ))
Again we get the mass of the 3-particle bound state by adding the zero
components in the χ = 0 frame:
m3 = (p1 + p2 + p3)0 = m2cos
λ
2
+mcosλ = 2
m
2sinλ
2
sin
3λ
2
(22)
Induction then gives the general fusion mass formula:
mn = 2µsin
nλ
2
, µ =
m
2sinλ
2
(23)
We will meet such trigonometric fusion formulas later in algebraic QFT where
they are related to the statistical dimensions of fused charge sectors. They
were first known through the Dashen-Hasslacher-Neveu quasiclassical ap-
proach. The above fusion calculation was done as far back as 1976 [10] and
consisted in a synthesis of the quasiclassical work of DHN with some ideas of
Sushko using the factorization principle, but still without the ideas of Yang
and Baxter (which are not needed for this scalar case). The decisive step
towards a general factorizable bootstrap program was taken two years later
[11][12].
The consistency of these particles as incoming and outgoing objects leads
to additional structures. Consider the scattering of the mass m2 bound state
with a third m-particle. This S-matrix for the scattering of these two different
particles is obtained from S(3) by:
Sb.e.(p1 + p2, p3) |(p1+p2)2=m22=
1
R
Res
(p1+p2)2→m22
S12S13S23 (24)
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where the projector P12 together with a numerical residue value R is defined
by:
Res
(p1+p2)2→m22
S(p1, p2) = RP12 (25)
and we used the word elementary e.and bound b. as labels on the new two-
particle Sb.c.. The factorization insures that:
P12S13S23 = S23S13P12 (26)
A prominent family of scalar S-matrices with N -1 bound state fulfilling all
these requirements are the ZN models [13]. Consistency requires that the
bound state of N-1 m-particles is again a m-particle. For N=2 this family
contains the Ising field theory with S
(2)
Ising = −1 which we already met in the
section on (dis)order variables. Instead of elaborating this scalar factorization
situation, we pass immediatly to the matrix case where we meet a new and
interesting phenomenon. We assume that the particle from which we start
has an internal ”charge” which can take on a finite number of values i.e.
|p, α〉 ∈ H1 ⊗ V, dimV <∞ (27)
The two-particle S-matrix is then written as a matrix acting on V ⊗ V
whose entries are operator-valued (represented as in the previous case by
momentum-space kernels):
S |p1, ...., pn〉inα1....αn = |p1, ...., pn〉
in
α′1....α
′
n
Sα
′
1....α
′
n
α1....αn
(p1, ....pn) (28)
S(n)(p1, ...., pn) =
∏
i<j
S(2)(pi, pj) (29)
The factorization requires a specific order of the product of matrices. Con-
sistency requires the validity of a Artin (braid-group) like relation:
S12(p1, p2)S13(p1, p3)S23(p2, p3) (30)
= S23(p2, p3)S13(p1, p3)S12(p1, p2)
The notation should be obvious: the subscript on S indicates on which of the
tensor factors in the 3-fold tensor product of one-particle spaces the object
acts. The relation with the Artin relations becomes clear if one ignores the
p-dependence and rewrites the Y-B relation in terms of S˜. = PS, where P is
the permutation of two tensor factors.
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This is the famous Yang-Baxter relation, since at the time of the discovery
of the S-matrix bootstrap it became clear that such a mathematical structure
had appeared before outside QFT in a quite different setting. Here this
identity permits to change the temporal order of individual rescatterings
so that the n-particle scattering S(n) is independent of those (graphically:
invariance under parallel shifts of 2-momenta in graphical illustrations of
scattering processes). The problem of finding the natural parametrization
(e.g. Baxter’s elliptic parametrization) for these Yang-Baxter relations does
not arise in QFT; the uniformizing rapidity θ is already the natural Yang-
Baxter variable:
S12(θ)S13(θ + θ
′)S23(θ
′) = S23(θ
′)S13(θ + θ
′)S12(θ) (31)
If fermion-antifermion pairs can go into boson-antiboson pairs, the object
which fulfills the Yang-Baxter relation is not S but σS where σ = ±1 with
+ for bosons. As the braid group relation, this is an overdetermined system
of equations. For the former one found a powerful mathematical frame-
work within V.Jones subfactor theory [14]. Although the attempts to get an
equally powerful mathematical framework for the latter was less than suc-
cessful (the ”Baxterization” of the subfactor representations of Artin braids)
one was able to find many interesting families of nontrivial solutions of which
some even allowed a comparision with Lagrangian perturbation theory.
The S-matrix bootstrap idea originated in the early 60ies from dispersion
theory. Its revival in connection with d=1+1 factorization in the late 70ies
showed that its premises were physically reasonable, except the idea that it
could be seen as a ”theory of everything” (TOE) which was wrong and even
obsert (for the more recent TOE’s one would be hard pressed to say friendly
words about their physical content).
The basic new message [15][16] is that one should use these factorizing S-
matrices as computational tools for the construction of local fields and local
nets as explained in the following subsection
3.2 Generalized Formfactors
Now we will probe the idea that these S-matrices belong to localizable fields.
Let A be any local field which belongs to a Borchers equivalence class of local
fields. We write the generalized formfactor of A(x) as:
α1....αm
out 〈p1, ...., pm |A(0)| pm+1, ...., pn〉inαm+1....αn (32)
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We are interested in its analytic p-space properties. ”On shell” p-space
analytic properties are more elusive than x-space analytic properties. For
the latter the spectral support properties play the important role, whereas
p-space analyticity relies heavily on caucality. The above matrix element still
contains energy-momentum δ-functions resulting from contracting incoming
p’s with outgoing. These are removed by taking the connected parts of the
formfactors. Only for the distinguished formfactor:
〈0 |A(0)| p1, ....pn〉inα1....αn = 〈0 |A(0)| p1, ....pn〉
in,con
α1....αn
(33)
we have coalescence with its connected part. Similar to x-space analyticity,
one expects the existence of one analytic master-function whose different
boundary values correspond to the different n-particle formfactors:
α1....αm
out 〈p1, ...., pm |A(0)| pm+1, ...., pn〉in,conαm+1....αn (34)
= FAα (sij + iε, trs − iε, skl + iε), i < j ≤ m < k < l ≤ n
trs = (pr − ps)2 , r ≤ m < s ≤ n
There are Watson relations between the S-matrix and the formfactors. In
the d=1+3 dispersion theory setting it is well known that the cuts below
the inelastic threshold of 〈0 |A(0)| p1, p2〉 is related to the partial wave phase
shifts in that elastic region. In a factorizing d=1+1 theory these Watson
relations can be written down in general:
FAα1....αn(sij + iε) = 〈0 |A(0)| p1, ....pn〉inα1....αn (35)
=
∑
out
〈0 |A(0)| out〉 〈out | p1, ...., pn〉inα1....αn
y FAα1....αn(sij + iε) = F
A
α′1....α
′
n
(sij − iε)Sα′1....α′nα1....αn (sij) (36)
and for the mixed formfactors32:
FAα (sij + iε, trs − iε, skl + iε) (37)
= Sαm....α1
α′1....α
′
m
(sij)F
A
α′(sij − iε, trs + iε, skl − iε)S
α′n....α
′
m+1
αm+1....αn (skl)
Using the uniformazing θ′s this is like a generalized quasiperiodicity prop-
erty on θ-strips for the F’s (instead of the periodicity of S). The first who
considered formfactors beyond two-particles [18] and presented a system of
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axioms for their calculation was Smirnov [15] Following a recent presentation
by Babujian, Fring and Karowski [16] in a more standard field theoretic set-
ting (LSZ+ dispersion theory), the formfactor program for the construction
of d=1+1 QFT is as follows. Introduce the orderd formfactors:
fAα (θ1, ...., θn) := 〈0 |A(0)| p1, ...., pn〉inα , θ1 > ... > θn (38)
and define the value for reordered θ′s by analytic continuation (starting with
this ordering in the physical region). Demand that the f’s fulfill the following
properties:
• (i) fA...ij...(..., θi, θj, ...) = fA...ji...(..., θj, θi, ...)Sij(θi − θj) ∀ θ′s
• (ii) fA12...n(θ1 + ipi, θ2, ..., θn) = fA2...n1(θ2, ..., θn, θ1 − ipi)
• (iii) fA1...n(θ1, ...θn) ≈
θ1→θ2+ipi
2i
θ1−θ2−ipi
C12f
A
3...n(θ3, ..., θn)(1− S2n...S23)
where Cαβ = δα¯β is the charge conjugation matrix.
Here we have not mentioned the poles from bound states (states which
appear by the previous fusion) since they are automatically entering the
formfactors via the S-matrix. The word ”axiom” in the context of this paper
has the significance of working hypothesis i.e. an assumption which receives
its legitimation through its constructive success. Physical principles on the
other hand, as the spectral and causality properties of general QFT, will not
be called axioms. Our main aim is to show how one can reduce the above
axioms of the bootstrap-formfactor approach to the principles of QFT and
thereby recuperate the unity of this nonperturbative approach with the rest
of QFT.
The conceptually somewhat unusual property is the ”symmetry” property
(i). Here one should bear in mind that from the point of view of the LSZ
formulation f is an auxiliary object to which the statistics property under
particle exchange does not apply (it would apply to the original matrix-
element). The above exchange property for f is a statement about analytic
continuation. The statistics of incoming particle is only used in order to
get the charges (i.e. the tensor factors) into the same j − i order as the
analytically interchanged θ′s. Following BFK [16] let us first remind ourselves
of the standard argument for (i) in somewhat detail. For the special case
〈0 |A(0)| θ1θ2〉ex ex = in, out it is evident that:
limε→0F (s12 ± iε) =
{ 〈0 |A(0)| θ1θ2〉in
〈0 |A(0)| θ1θ2〉out (39)
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i.e. there is one analytic masterfunction f(z) (assuming identical particles)
with different boundary values on the s ≥ 4m2 cut having the in, out in-
terpretation. Assuming Bose statistics, the physical matrix elements on the
right hand side are symmetric under the interchange of the θ′s. In terms of
the uniformization variable θ12 in F the transition from in → out means a
change of sign via analytic continuation i.e. without changing the charge
quantum numbers α i.e. the position of the tensor factors. After accomplish-
ing this last step by the bose commutation relation the negative θ12 form-
factor F (θ21) can according to the definition 38 be identified with f21(θ2, θ1)
and the relation
〈0 |A(0)| θ2θ1〉out S(|θ1 − θ2|) = 〈0 |A(0)| θ1θ2〉in (40)
agrees with 38 The generalization to out 〈θ3...θn |A(0)| θ1θ2〉excon has a problem
because replacing in by out means passing from time-ordering to anti-time-
ordering but the LSZ scattering theory produces boundary terms contribut-
ing to the connected part. Although they are absent for theories in which
the number of in-particles are conserved, it is unclear what property of gen-
eral QFT is bringing about (i) through specialization to factorizing d=1+1
models.
On the other hand (ii) and (iii) are consequences of the following stan-
dard crossing formula [16] which relate the connected part of the generalized
formfactors to the analytic master function f :
1¯ 〈0 |A(0)| p2, ..., pn〉in2...n (41)
=
n∑
j=2
1¯ 〈p1 | pj〉j fA2..jˆ..nS2j ...Sj−1j + fA12...n(θ1 + ipi−..., θn)
=
n∑
j=2
1¯ 〈p1 | pj〉j fA2..jˆ..nSjn...Sjj+1 + fA2...n1(..., θnθ1 − ipi−)
The fastes way to understand this is to draw the corresponding graphs and
remember that a positive energy particle crosses into a negative energy an-
tiparticle. Successive application leads to a formula which expresses the
formfactors in terms of the analytic auxiliary function f .The analytic part
of this relation gives (ii) whereas the δ-function part is responsible for (iii).
A proof that these properties do not only insure TCP-invariance (weak lo-
cality) but also Einstein causality can be given by using JLD spectral rep-
resentations [19] However the direct derivation of the bootstrap-formfactor
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axioms from the principles of QFT was hitherto not achieved. It is part of
the complicated and incomplete momentum space analyticity problem. Even
the derivation of forward dispersion relations in particle physics took several
years, not to mention the derivation of the analytic aspects 5 of crossing sym-
metry which remained utterly incomplete. It is precisely at this point where
our modular localization approach shows its strength. To anticipate one
result, it shows that the crossing symmetry is a kind of strengthened TCP-
property and that the cyclicity it leads to is identical to the KMS-temperature
(≡Hawking -Unruh temperature in this special case) characterization of the
(Rindler-)wedge based Hawking-Unruh effect. From our point of view the
most valuable result is that it opens for the first time the way to a new
constructive iterative (but not perturbative) approach to non-quantization
non-Lagrangean based QFT. My confidence that this may amount to more
than just another fashion rests on the observation that the tool of modular
localization comes from a refinement of TCP which, as anybody will imme-
diately admit, the central structure of local QFT.
3.3 Modular Theory and the Formfactor Program
In this section we will analyze the formfactor program from the viewpoint of
modular localization. To avoid complications we start with theories which
have a diagonal S-matrix. A prototype is the Ising field theory with S(2) =
−1, S = K where K is the Z2 Klein twist of the previous section. We look
first for a weakly local (not necessarily local) field in the TCP class associated
to this simple S-matrix. For this purpose we modify the Fermi-creation and
annihilation operators a#in of the free Majorana field associated to the Ising
field theory in order to obtain the bosonic Z2 commutation relations. With
some experience [20] one immediately writes the following expressions:
b(θ) = : ain(θ)e
−ipi
∫
θ
−∞
a∗
in
(θ)ain(θ)dθ : (42)
c∗(θ) = : a∗in(θ)e
ipi
∫
∞
θ
a∗
in
(θ)ain(θ)dθ :
B(x) : =
1√
2pi
∫ {
e−ipxb(θ) + eipxc∗(θ)
}
dθ (43)
y ΘB(x)Θ = B∗(−x), Θ = SIsing ·Θ0, Θ0 ≡ Θin
5Only together with the (mass shell) analytic properties the crossing symmetry aquires
a physical content.
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This field creates wedge localized vectors in the n-particle projections of
D(W ) = HR + iHR:
B#(x1)....B
#(xn)Ω, xi ∈ W (44)
These b#s produce the SIsing S-matrix:
b∗(θ1)....b
∗(θn)Ω = SIsinga
∗(θ1)....a
∗(θn)Ω
b#(θ) = SIsinga
#(θ)S∗Ising
and fulfill the Zamolodchikov algebra:
b(θ)b∗(θ′) = S(2)−1(θ − θ′)b∗(θ′)b(θ) + δ(θ − θ′) (45)
b(θ)b(θ′) = S(2)(θ − θ′)b(θ′)b(θ)
Operators of this kind have been used a long time ago in order to exem-
plify the fact that massive d=1+1 theories describe ”statistical schizons” [20]
in distinction to conformal field theory, where the statistics (in form of field
commutation relations) are inexorably linked with the fusion law of charges6.
Recently Fring [21] and Lashkevich [22] constructed these operators using the
realization of anyionic deformations [20] of Fock space d=1+1 creation- and
annihilation operators a#(p) as a guiding principle. It was through discus-
sions I had with Lashkevich that I later recognized that there may be an
interesting relation between the above Zamolodchikov algebra and certain
auxiliary operators in my modular localization approach.
The above expressions may be generalized to factorizable S-matrices which
are diagonal.. The corresponding b-operators are then of the form:
b(θ) = ain(θ)e
i
∫
θ
−∞
δsc(θ−θ′)a∗in(θ
′)ain(θ
′)dθ′ (46)
where δsc(θ) is the scattering phase shift. Again the TCP invariant opera-
tors and the wedge localization through the Sˇ-domain is analogous to the
6For this reason the widespread use of the terminology ”bosonization” in conformal
QFT is unfortunate , but appropriate in d=1+1 massive theories. Whereas ”bosoniza-
tion” (or ”fermionization”) in conformal QFT means that the current algebra admits
fermionic superselection sectors, in the massive case the same sector allows different
”pseudo”statistical descriptions since schizons only have intrinsic charges but not intrinsic
statistics. A periodic table of elements in a d=1+1 world does not require fermions.
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constant case. From those wedge localized n-particle states one reads off the
formfactors of the would be local field. The solution is unique.
The main observations which links the bootstrap-formfactor axiomatics
(i) (ii) and (iii) with modular localization are contained in the following
statements:
• The TCP-covariant (not necessarily local, but weakly local) fields B(x)
with x = r(sinhχ, coshχ) ∈ W which generate a right wedge algebra
A(W ) equipped with the global vacuum state (i.e. that state which
is the vacuum with respect to the global algebra A) result in a KMS-
temperature state with the Hawking-Unruh temperature β = 2pi. The
KMS boundary condition for a correlation function of B′s together with
local fields A(x), x ∈ W :
〈0 |B(r1, χ1)B(r2, χ2)...A(x)...B(rn, χn)| 0〉 (47)
= 〈0 |B(r2, χ2)..A(x)...B(rn, χn)B(r1, χ1 + 2pii)| 0〉
is equivalent to the cyclicity property (ii) (the f Ais obtained from the
connected part of the B-correlation function). The 2pi strip-analyticity
in the χ′s, which is provided by the KMS-theory, translates into mo-
mentum space analyticity for the rapidity variables θi of f
A. In par-
ticular the analyticity and the crossing symmetry of the S-matrix is a
consequence of this temperature structure 47for A = 1 e.g.:
〈0 |B(r1, χ1 + ipi)B(r2, χ2)B∗(r3, χ3)B∗(r4, χ4)| 0〉 (48)
= 〈0 |B(r2, χ2)B∗(r3, χ3)B∗(r4, χ4)B(r1, χ1 − ipi)| 0〉
⇔ S(θ) = S(ipi − θ)
• The (improper) state vectors B(r1, χ1)....B(rn, χn)Ω are boundary val-
ues of ”half-strip” analytic vectors:
B(r1, z1)....B(rn, zn)Ω, pi > Imzn > ....Imz1 > 0
Upon taking the n-particle component this property translates into the
half strip analyticity of the vectors:
b∗(z1)....b
∗(zn)Ω, zi = θi + iϑi
As a result of the Zamolodchikov commutation relations of the b#′s, we
find that there is one half strip-analytic ”master”state vector ψ(z1, ....zn),
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whose different boundary values correspond to different operator order-
ings:
lim
pi>ImzP (1)>...>ImzP (n)>0
Imzi→0
ψ(z1...zn) = b
∗(θP (1))...b
∗(θP (n))Ω (49)
The analytic structure in rapidity space has an intriguing similarity
with the analytic x-space structure known from Wightman’s formula-
tion of QFT. The reason is of course the close connection between the
L-boost variable χ and the rapidity θ.
• The above state vectors generate the n-particle component of the mod-
ular localization subspace:
PnSˇB(x1)...B(xn)Ω = PnB
∗(xn)...B
∗(x1)Ω (50)
⇔ Sˇc∗(θ1)...c∗(θn)Ω = b∗(θn)...b∗(θ1)Ω (51)
y c∗(θ1)...c
∗(θn)Ω + b
∗(θn)...b
∗(θ1)Ω ∈ H(n)R (W ) (52)
Here we used the relation 45 i.e. the factorizability of the theory. As in
the free case, the closed real subspace HR(W ) represents the encoding
of the complex dense modular localization space associated with W.
Note that this last discussion used the factorization structure.
The generalization to charged particles and to halfinteger Lorentz spin is
straightforward but the case of nondiagonal S-matrices gives rise to additional
problems. The modular localization equation for the real subspace H
(n)
R (W )
is now:
Sˇ
∫
ψα1...αn(θ1, ...θn) |θ1, ...θn〉α1...αnin (53)
=
∫
(ψ¯α′1...α′nS
α′1...α
′
n
α1...αn
)(θ1 + ipi...θn + ipi) |θ1, ...θn〉a1...αnin
=
∫
ψα1...αn(θ1, ...θn) |θ1, ...θn〉α1...αnin
y (ψ¯α′1...α′nS
α′1...α
′
n
α1...αn
)(θ1 + ipi...θn + ipi) = ψα1...αn(θ1, ...θn) (54)
This ”S-reality” equation seems to be a new mathematical structure as far
as the mathematical physics literature is concerned. In the formulation of
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crossing symmetry the charge multiplicity indices αmust be replaced by their
conjugate values:
Sβ1β2α1α2(θ1 − θ2) = Sα¯1β2α2β2 (θ2 − (θ1 − ipi)) (55)
In the case of nondiagonal S one does not have operators B(x) at ones
disposal. It turns out that analogous to the Bethe Ansatz inspired solution of
this problem [16]in the formfactor approach, the modular wedge localization
(i.e. the S-reality) entails a natural Bethe Ansatz structure which permits an
explicit description of the space H
(n)
R (W ). The latter is indispensable for a
realization of the Zamolodchikov algebra in the incoming Fock space and the
construction of local fields within the formfactor program. These matters
will be taken up in a separate paper [19]. There we will also present the
new rich structures which result from intersections of wedge spaces in order
to describe the localization spaces e.g. of the compact double cone regions.
Although the modular structure of wedge localized von Neumann algebras
in QFT as we used it here may be found in the literature, we do not expect
most of our readers to know it. Therefore we decided to present the modular
material in a broader context ??.
The coordinate-free point of view of the net theory suggests that the
formfactor program may not be the most efficient and natural way to relate
an S-matrix with local fields i.e. the inverse problem of the net field the-
ory: given the modular invariant S of the net, reconstruct the net. Since
an S-matrix is not associated to a particular field but rather is an invariant
of a local equivalence class or a net, a direct construction (in the spirit of
the functorial construction for free systems in the introduction) of the net
instead of individual fields may be simpler than the rather cumbersome form-
factor program. Such an algebraic approach would then consist of two parts,
the conceptual problems related to the modular wedge localization of state
vectors in Fock space i.e. TCP, antiparticles, crossing symmetry etc. and
the ascend to local nets of subspaces and associated nets of von Neumann
algebras.
Apart from the new analytic modular structure, the wedge localization
equation is reminiscent of Yang’s use of the Bethe Ansatz idea [17]. Our
modular localization method therefore suggests that a suitably generalized
Bethe idea may be a valuable tool in a new constructive approach to algebraic
QFT (and not just for factorizable models). Related to this is the hope
that our approach may lead to an explicit Fock space representation of the
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Zamolodchikov algebra (beyond the above diagonal cases) also in nondiagonal
factorizable models, and that one meets analogues of this algebraic structure
(which is somewhere intermediate between the algebras generated by the
Heisenberg fields and that of the incoming fields and hence may be viewed
as an algebraic QFT counterpart of the fictitious [3] interaction picture) in
general local quantum physics.
4 Open Ends and Outlook
The really difficult problem in a constructive approach build on modular lo-
calization is the passing from the net of localized subspaces to a net of von
Neumann subalgebras (educated guess: subfactors of von Neumann type
III1 as in the free field case). Here the most important issue is uniqueness.
The net of localized subspaces is uniquely determined by the TCP-operator.
Therefore the question of uniqueness of nets of operator algebras can be
rephrased as: does the weak locality equivalence class contain maximally
only one local Borchers class? We think that by a judicial use of spacelike
(anti)commutativity, a given S-matrix (⇔a given Θ) will maximally allow
(up to isomorphisms) one field system or algebraic net. The only argument
we have in the moment is : S = 1 yfree field Borchers class [19]. The es-
sential step in the argument is the use of crossing symmetry and the Watson
relations which link physical cuts in the analytically continued formfactors
(matrix elements of a representative local field in the basis of the incoming
multiparticle spaces) to the S-matrix. The fact that analytic on shell p-space
properties, as one needs them for such arguments (e.g. crossing symmetry
as an analyticity statement and not just a suggestive formal statement ab-
stracted from LSZ extrapolation formulas), are difficult to obtain from the
locality and spectral principles of QFT one can try to counteract by (as in
the d=1+1 factorizable case) assuming ”maximal analyticity” i. e. only tak-
ing physically motivated singularities into account. On the one hand this is
certainly reasonable in a constructive approach and on the other hand we ex-
pect that the same modular theory which underlies the modular localization
approach will also lead to a much better understanding of on shell analytic
p-space properties. The present analytic techniques result from the so-called
JLD-representation for matrix elements of causal commutators. We expect
the exploration of modular localization concepts to give more powerful ana-
lytic results.
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Some speculative remarks on the problem of associating a net of von Neu-
mann algebras with a net of localization spaces may be helpful at this point.
In the theory of operator algebras the Araki-Connes concept of the ”natural
cone” allows to construct a von Neumann algebra from the knowledge of the
split of HR into positive cones ±C+:
HR = C+ − C+ (56)
In the case of factorizable models the modular localization principle which
leads to HR(W )- and HR(double cone)-subspaces uses the real (on shell)
particle conservation and gave rise to (albeit new and subtle) quantum me-
chanical on shell Bethe Ansatz problems. However the local fields (or nets of
von Neumann algebras) in such theories are known to have a very rich (non-
quantum mechanical!) virtual (”off-shell”) particle creation and annihilation
structure. The same is expected in a theory of ”free” anyons and plektons as
opposed to free Bosons and Fermions. According to the arguments presented
in this paper, this richness must occur in this last (unfortunately poorly un-
derstood) step from modular localized subspaces to (Einstein-) local alge-
bras7. Connected with this is the already mentioned uniqueness problem i.e.
the inverse scattering problem for local nets, which we will investigate in a
future publication [19].
Finally we want to make some speculative remarks on how one imagines
an iterative approach which unlike perturbation theory (which uses inter-
action densities expressed in the form of Wick-polynomials and their time-
ordering) is based on modular concepts. One would start with a Heisenberg
Ansatz for a relativistic S-matrix:
S(0) = eiη, η =
∑∫
ηn(x1...x2) : φin(x1)...φin(xn) : (57)
where the coefficient function should be Poincare´-invariant and cluster-connected,
but yet without those complicated analytic p-space properties of multidi-
mensional dispersion theory. In order to make at least some formal intuitive
contact with the standard perturbative implementation of interaction via in-
variant free field polynomials one may choose for η the same expression. This
Ansatz already assures (via Θ and J) the modular wedge localization ( at
almost no analytic costs) which leads to mass shell analyticity in certain ra-
pidity variables (which form families corresponding to the family of wedges)
7This is also step from which I would expect a profound understanding of on shell
crossing symmetry.
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as in the factorizable case ??. However the nontriviality of intersections of
wedge spaces and the required existence of a map from the net of modular
localized subspaces to a net of von Neumann algebras suggests to iteratively
correct S(0) by S(1), S(2)..etc. in order to achieve an increasing amount of lo-
calization8. Unlike the bootstrap-formfactor problem of the previous section
for which a candidate for a ”local”, crossing symmetric S-matrix fulfilling the
”maximal” p-space analyticity was known at the start of the formfactor pro-
gram, such a contemplated iterative approach based on modular localization
would constitute a true (”heterotic field theory-S-matrix”) mixed bootstrap
approach. It would be at least as removed from perturbation theory and
functional integrals as the bootstrap-formfactor program is from Lagrangian
QFT. The interaction could then receive its name not from Lagrangians but
rather from the e.g. polynomial Ansatz for η.
At this point the question arises what, if any, is the relation between this
modular approach and the standard one build on quantization. Here it is
helpful to think of a kind of field theory-adapted ”Murphy’s law”: if there
is neither a proof nor a an intrinsic structural reason for a conjecture in
QFT, then it is wrong. Although this law does not follow from the physical
principles, I do not know a single exception to it in QFT. So the idea, that
behind the renormalized Gell-Mann Low formula or functional integrals (even
with all their instanton corrections!) or the Bogoliubov-Shirkov axiomatics
in terms of a space-time localized formal expression S(g), there is an inter-
acting theory based on those concepts would be an illusion, except for those
low-dimensional models (ϕ42 etc. where there is a connection through Borel
resummability) for which one has a proof. Perturbation theory remains an in-
finitesimal deformation theory with no possibility for globalization. Despite
its non-existence (invoking Murphy’s law) of S(g), from a formal physical
point of view it is close to the modular invariant S (section 4 of [4]. Whereas
standard perturbation theory maintains the linear structures as locality in
every order but links unitarity with the non-perturbative existence (futile
according to Murphy’s law in QFT), any inductive approach based on mod-
ular properties is unitary in each step of the induction, but acquires sharp
locality only in the limit (which is also the limit in which. the modular S
acquires the scattering interpretation).
8The problem seems to be vagely reminiscent of a selfconsistent Hartree-Fock iteration
with the iteratively improved interaction being the analog of the S(n)′s, and the zero order
bilinear (mean field) interaction corresponding to an S(0) in the form of a Heisenberg
ansatz57.
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The present modular framework is not applicable to zero mass theories
for which the LSZ incoming fields vanish i.e. a scattering matrix cannot be
defined (”Infraparticles” as opposed to Wigner particles). Whereas for e.g.
chiral conformal theories this is no problem since they are scale-invariant
limits of massive theories, theories as QED (which presumably do not allow
such a limiting description) require conceptual modifications. The modular
approach is uncompromising but thankful for new conceptional challenges.
It flourishes on the weaknesses, paradoxes and contradictions of the stan-
dard approach. Even at the risk of sounding immodest, one may hope to
overcome the narrowing of QFT at the beginning of the 70ies, when (as a
result of enforcing classically based concepts as the ”gauge principle” via
quantization) very unfortunately noncommutative real time field theory was
forced to become a footnote of euclidean field theory. Besides recent (in my
opinion artificial) attempts to get out of the euclidean malaise by compen-
sating the loss with a doses of noncommutative geometry9, there has been a
renewed interest in real time QFT. In addition to the formfactor-bootstrap
program presented in this work, this is illustrated by recent progress on QFT
in curved space-time for which the euclidean approach is physically senseless
[23] (albeit mathematically interesting). We hope that our ideas on modular
localization may also contribute to find a way out of the present stalemate
and particularization of QFT. In any case our confidence at the moment
is more based on its unifying point of view and its fundamental modular
structure leading to new mathematical equations with the promise of a deep
relation to Bethe Ansatz structures. Anybody with some knowledge of non-
perturbative QFT will have no problem in recognizing that one is dealing
here with the most fundamental structures which QFT has to offer.
Acknowledgments: I am indebted to Andreas Fring and Michael Karowski
for their patience in explaining some intricate points in the formfactor pro-
gram and for letting me know their explicite multi-formfactor constructions
for certain models with non-diagonal S-matrix prior to publication. I also
thank Hans-Werner Wiesbrock for his active interest in these constructive
applications of modular ideas as well as Karl-Henning Rehren for a critical
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9Instead of trying to escape the euclidean trap by physical brute force methods (employ-
ing ideas from nomcommutative geometry) one should remember that QFT has a natural
noncommutative structure and allows for a euclidean formulation and a Feynman-Kac
representation only under very special circumstances.
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